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 leaders, artists, authors, and sports athletes. Guaranteed to stir souls, stimulate thoughts, and tickle
funny bones, the chapters include Why It’s Great to End up being Chronologically Endowed, Grandkids Say
the Darnedest Things, The Lighter Aspect of Aging, and Jest for the Health of It.s golden years is
featured, from how to accumulate happiness and sociable wisdom to the delights of pension. Information
on enjoying one’ With puns, jokes, riddles, and puzzles illuminating essential aspects on growing older, this
uproarious lead also lists exceptional achievements by &#147;chronologically gifted”A blend of touching
stories, amazing information, and rollicking humor is presented in this enjoyable look at the jaunt towards
senior citizenship.
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Charming and delightful! We met Dr. Lederer at a recent meeting and bought this reserve for our Mom
who's turning 82 years young. to laugh. Value the price by far! She's been blessed by the webpages of wit;
now has the best gift of most on her birthday--LAUGHTER! We thank Dr. Gave previous one to a friend,
Disappointing I really like hearing Dr. Lederer for just one reason; It isn't all that bad, according to
Richard. This is about age group, using lots of old saws, funny anecdotes and jokes, and pleasant look at
being older. Aging with humor Love Richard Lederer's wonderful assessment of words. Great gift for aging
in-laws! Not really a story, but plenty of quotable lines and quips about growing older. He adored it and has
been quoting it to me for weeks! Bought this for my aging father-in-laws. We couldn't wait therefore
offered it to her days before her birthday. NOT SO FUNNY. The other sections really weren't very funny
at all, just boring. thei si the next one I buy... I read Mr. This publication is a good gift to provide to
others!We started reading the reserve before we gave it to her and our family was filled with enjoyment
from just readingthe launch. This wasn't therefore funny and it had been filled with cliches. Gift of age
This is the most satisfactory collection of age-related sayings living challenges I've ever run into. Five Stars
Funniest book ever and very entertaining!!. Lederer for writing this book to greatly help all to embrace
life's changes gracefully as we're only this young today:). Lederer on the air and had high hopes because of
this book, but sadly, was very disappointed. I just skimmed through it, but it was not at all entertaining as

I expected it to end up being and didn't keep my interest at all. All the items in the "grandkids say the
darndest factors" section were jokes I've heard before.. I bought it as a gift for my parents but didn't
even feel like offering it to them. Disappointing. It's a very light and quick go through. Four Stars Big
birthday hit
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